
CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

5.1 Implementation
This project is about creating a map that can display the users location and 

the location of the courier. On the map also creates a route between the user and 

the current courier location with markers as marks.
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Illustration 5.1.1: Create a maps in user application

Illustration 5.1.2: Getting courier current Latitude and Longitude from Google Firebase
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Here in Illustration 5.1.1 we can see that in order to create a map with 

markers of user and courier locations, we need to get the latitude and latitude of 

the current user and the courier. Illustration 5.1.2 shows how to obtain the latitude 

and latitude of the courier that stored in the Google Firebase database and 

illustration 5.1.3 shows how to obtain the latitude and latitude of the current user.

After getting the current user and courier location, then initialize the current user 

location as  'Origin' and courier location as 'Destination'.

Create a variable name 'server key'  as  String value and its value is the 

pre-generated Google Maps API key. After all sets then make a map with the 

command on line 170 - 191. On line 179 - 180, after the origin and destination are

set, then markers are made for showing the users and courier location. On line 182

– 183 is the command for create a route between user and courier location.

Illustration 5.1.3: Getting user current Latitude and Longitude
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5.2 Testing

Here are the results of testing two android applications: user application

and courier application. Below are the results :

1. Tracking courier location:

The result shows that user can track current courier location in realtime

Illustration 5.2.1: Tracking courier location on user 
application 
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2. View user orders:

      The result shows a user order with status = ‘Belum Diproses’ in the courier 

application.

Illustration 1 5.2.2: List order on courier 
application 
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3. Displaying user location and information:

    The result shows after the courier selects the user order to be sent, the 

maps is displayed to view the user location as well as the users information.

Illustration 2: 5.2.3 Maps displayed after courier pick order
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